
 

 

 

 

LAO - LE ARTI ORAFE 

2015’  “flash” courses  
The school presents a program of very short courses (1 -3 days), and short course (4-5 days) open to all.  

The contents of these courses are purely technical and provide a demonstration phase by teachers and a phase of 

experimentation by the students. The schedule for the realization of these courses will be in the period July-September 

2015. Interested people could send a message to the school’s secretary (info@artiorafe.it ). Some very short courses will 

be held during the week-end (Friday to Sunday). The list of the course will be implemented with other subjects (design, 

rendering, stone setting, engraving....) also following the suggestions of our students. 
 

Courses will start with a minimum of 5 students, and a maximum 10-16, depending of each course.  

Interested students will receive detailed information at the due time. 

 

Payment of the attendance fee: 50% on booking and the rest once the course has started, in line with 

the instructions provided by the secretary’s office. 
 

 

 

Duration Contents 
Total 

hours 

Participation’s 

Fees 

1 day courses 

Alloys melting 

Gold and silver alloys. Different kt and colours gold alloys, 

special silver alloys 

6 120 

Shaping, forging 

How to Realize surfaces’ modification by hammer and chisels 
6 120 

Cold union 

The union of surfaces by the use of pins and screws 
6 120 

2 days courses 

  

 

Surface’s decoration. Nunome Zogan. Married metals. 

Kumbu 
12 200 

Realization of tubes, cones, pyramids 12 200 

Collets for stones 

Cylindrical and conical collets for “cabochon” and facetted 

stones, in different shapes. 

12 200 

Basic course for Prong Setting 

Using one or more silver ring with wire or square prong. 

(Solitaire or trilogy) 

12 200 

Basic course for Bezel Setting 

Using various bezels: round, square forms on rings and 

pendants 

16 230 

Advance course for Pointing Flush Setting 

Setting round stones on ring with lucid board. For attending 

this course participants need to have a basic background 

knowledge of stone setting 

16 230 

Advance course for "Sgriffato Setting" 

Using various rings for making “sgriffatura” which means 

making prong manually in lines and in the form of pavè.   

For attending this course participants need to have a basic 

background knowledge of stone setting 

 

16 230 
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3 days courses  

The use of tiny wires. Realization of a tiny wire’s net, and 

crochet with tiny wires 
18 250 

Hollow objects. How to realize hollow shapes in silver 18 250 

Clasps. How to realize different clasps for brooches, bracelets 

and colliers 
18 250 

4 days courses  

Wax modelling 

24 450 Basic course: realization of a simple ring in hard wax 

Medium course 1: realization of a decorated ring in hard wax 

Medium course 2: Realization of a pendant with stone 

Traditional works (on demand: “Florentine style” ring. A 

ring with griffe, Wedding-ring with round stones.......). 

Interested people could send specific request to the school’s 

secretary 

24 450 

Mokume-Gane. Realization of a Mokume mallet in 3 metals 

in traditional way, without the use of soldering; realization of 

some wire’s Mokume, with soldering 

24 450 

5 days courses  Repoussé and chisel technique 30 500 

 


